
What Students Are Saying!

Vicki is very enthusiastic about quilting and teaching. I learned a lot and hope to use the sky
technique often in my quilts

I highly recommend this class as it is very well taught by Vicki. Her instructions are clear and
well illustrated in the class demos. By making a small sample, we are able to practice all
aspects of the project and be able to use it as a reference , after class . Jan Soules

Fun techniques that you can use for much more than landscapes. Taught me to look at large
spaces rather than focus on too much detail, which is what landscapes are all about.
Vicki Conley's class was a wonderful experience! She has simplified a process to produce
amazing results for even a novice! I am excited to apply these techniques to a new project soon.

Thank you, Vicki, for your thoroughness in working with each of us to get such success in our
projects.This class was exceptionally valuable in that it included several different quilting
techniques including applipiecing, paper piecing and topstitching the quilt top. In addition, Vicki
Conley has an eye for color, composition, and perspective that was tremendously helpful for
someone new to landscape quilting. I highly recommend this class or any other that Vicki
teaches.

Vicki clearly teaches her method step by step using a small sample, before her students attempt
a large composition. This gave me confidence and Vicki patiently answered any of our questions
as we progressed. I came out of Vickie‘s class with genuine excitement about my project. Future
projects are buzzing in my mind already because the results from her technique give such
unique imagery. Marion Emerson at Empty Spool Seminar ’23

If you can trace it, you can make it - perfectly. Go for as much detail as you like, or abstract your
image, or whatever you like; this method will work!


